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Introduction

The Rooted Everyday Mediterranean Short Story Prize is the first

environment-themed Mediterranean writing competition. Its aim is to

draw attention to and protect the rich culture and biodiversity found in

Mediterranean ecoregions of the Greek Island of Lemnos, the High Atlas

Mountains in Morocco, the Shouf Biosphere Reserve in Lebanon and the

Dehesas and Montados in Spain and Portugal.

The idea behind the writing competition as part of the Rooted

Everyday campaign was to engage writers and creative individuals to not

only raise awareness but also hear the stories of how people experience

and perceive biodiversity and heritage in the Mediterranean. The

response from writers and particularly the shortlist for the competition

showed the breadth and beauty of the Mediterranean as well as the

challenges it faces.

We hoped to create a platform for writers who are passionate

about the environment and cultural heritage. The winning writers have

created characters that enable us as readers to directly engage with the

hidden wonders of the Mediterranean and the environmental challenges

ahead.

Stories change how we see the world. It ’s urgent for our survival

that more people see what ’s truly at stake for people and our planet and

engage with it emotionally and personally. Thank you to the writers and

organisers for creating this unique opportunity.

Head Judge Amy Beeson, 2019
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Winner

Sophia Sifaki
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“Through the competition I became aware of

the Rooted Everyday campaign and it became

immediately obvious to me that its goals are

close to my heart and my efforts to protect

nature in the Mediterranean. I immediately felt

that I should pick up my pen and write.”

Sophia Sifaki, 2019

Born and raised in Athens Sophia Sifaki studied English Literature

at the Kapodistrian University of Athens and was awarded an MSc degree

from the University of Manchester in Computational Linguistics followed

by a four-year research in Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence. Sifaki

founded the Manchester Graduates Society of Greece and was president

for ten years.

For almost three decades she has worked as Head of the

Translations Department of National Bank of Greece and received the

Award for Innovation for implementing machine translation technology.

She has taught Artificial Intelligence at the American-Hellenic College

and worked as a computational linguistics consultant.

A s a result of increased awareness of the threat to the centennial

forest of Dionysos Sifaki joined the ‘Yades’ movement and participated in

local elections.

Sifaki has previously been published in a collect of women’s short

stories called Time For Coffee (Lychnos Publ., 2007 and ‘Yades’ in 2018).

Her poem Belladonna was awarded the 1st place in the 13th Panhellenic

Poetry Competition organized by Ideopnoon.

She speaks English, French and Italian and is a mum of two girls

and several stray animals. She loves nature, painting and writing.

< Back to Contents
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The Treasure

By Sophia Sifaki

A s the ship approached the island I got the first view of the place

of my exile. I was born in London but my parents were Greek. At home

I had to speak Greek and Greece was the designated place for vacations

because of my papoudes, the grandparents. ‘ When are you coming to

see us?’ They would shout over the phone as if they could be heard from

Greece to London. A s a teenager, rebelling against my parents, I stopped

following them to Greece. Then, Medicine entered my life and that meant

hard work, sleepless nights and coffee. I loved every bit of it. Until luck or

fate sent me to this Greek island.

A Greek tycoon, Mr. K. nostalgic and homesick in his old age,

committed to fund my research if I spent a year in his beloved island,

Lemnos.

‘ I want you to record everything,’ He said. ‘And I expect a report

from you. I will double your funding if you find the treasure ,’ he said

lowering his voice.

‘ What treasure?’ I asked.

‘Go and find out,’ he said and then signaled that our meeting was

over.

His last request struck me as odd, but maybe it was a rich man’s

whim. However, I could not resist his generous offer. This was a unique

opportunity, but I would be away from the hustle and bustle of London,

from friends, colleagues and worst of all away from my lab. On the

other hand, I would have nothing else to do in that remote northeastern

Aegean island but study for my research. Getting in touch with my Greek

roots was the last thing on my mind. My Greek colleagues in London

< Back to Contents
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laughed and shook their heads. They shared their experiences, the

horrors of agrotiko , the obligatory service for young doctors in rural

Greece. ‘You have no idea!’ they said and nodded knowingly to each

other.

The port was full of people awaiting the ship that brought people

and provisions to the island. My instructions were that Michalis would be

my contact. Michalis was from Lemnos but had worked in Australia and

spoke English. I had no idea what he looked like. A heavy hand fell on my

shoulder and I turned to look at a huge bushy mustache and a smiling

face.

‘You must be, o Giatros , the Doctor!’ He said, shaking briskly my

hand.

He rushed me to his car, which confusingly he also called

agrotiko . I really needed to brush up my Greek.

‘ These cars, with a carriage in the back, we call them agrotiko

because they are used by agrotes , farmers, you know?’ He said when he

realized my confusion. ‘And for us, the agrotes , they send young doctors

to take care of us, so your practice is called agrotiko . You see?’ He turned

his smiling face to me while driving the narrow, windy road.

The next few hours passed as he took me to the small medical

facility and then to the house provided for the doctor. Both were

whitewashed and thoroughly cleaned by the women of the village,

scented by basil in huge pots.

‘We are always in need of a doctor, especially in the winter when

bad weather does not allow the ship to dock and the island is cut off the

mainland,’ said Michalis. He then gestured to one of the boys that were

following us around to come forward. ‘This is my son, Nikos,’ he said. ‘He

speaks English too and he will be helping you from now on.’ A shy Nikos

came forward and shook my hand.

< Back to Contents
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‘Now we go to the village to eat. You will see filoxenia ,’ he said.

I knew that much from my parents. He meant hospitality, the

art of cooking a huge meal, lots of delicious local dishes for the honored

guest. So we sat in Michalis backyard, under the shade of a plane tree.

Villagers, curious to meet the Giatros , brought welcome gifts: local

cheeses feta and melichloro , homemade ouzo and wine, honey, freshly

caught fish and a huge octopus, the famous t a s t y Lemnos pulses,

handmade lasagna called flomaria , trachanas , and spoon sweets from all

kinds of fruits like figs and vegetables like tomatoes and zucchinis, even

from rose petals. Stavroula, Michalis eldest daughter explained that they

were made from old recipes, a verbal tradition passed down through

generations from one woman to another.

‘Before the tradition is lost, we are creating an archive and we will

be uploading cooking videos on the internet’.

I asked her what trachanas was and she said that it is one of the

oldest foods in the Eastern Mediterranean, a tiny, pebble-shaped grain,

usually made with semolina. Milk, buttermilk, or yogurt is mixed to form

a thick mass and left to dry in the sun; an ingenious way to preserve

milk. At sundown, I was exhausted but I could not make myself go, so I

sat watching the colours saturating the sky sipping a cup of Greek coffee.

‘Have you ever heard of a treasure here?’ I asked Michalis.

His laughter scarred the cat that was sleeping next to us. ‘Here?

Only stones and sea… stones and sea, my friend. No treasure!’

The next day I was busy setting up my practice. In the afternoon

a car came honking. Stavroulas’s head popped out of the window.

‘Doc, we have to rush to Theofanis’s mandra’.

On the way she explained that Theofanis, an 85-year-old man

< Back to Contents
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with history of open heart surgery, had collapsed. We found him on the

floor, breathing heavily but conscious. I examined him. It was not a heart

attack, but he needed to do some tests. He could not be left alone in that

remote location; he had to go to the village.

‘There is no way I am leaving my mandra,’ he said. ‘If death

comes it may as well be right here.’

So we arranged for his son to spend the night with his father and

I promised to visit the next day.

The next morning I was busy preparing a list of all the things

I needed. Around 11 o’clock I decided to go to the bank but as I was

getting out the door I was met by a long line of patients. Nikos was also

there. He was smiling apologetically.

‘We did not knock. Did not want to disturb you, Doctor,’ he said.

So, I began to examine patients, treating all kinds of ailments,

of the body and the soul. Nikos was there to explain everything for

whatever knowledge of Greek I had was useless. In the local dialect, the

first syllable of the word was joined with the last, completely ignoring the

middle syllable.

In the afternoon I went back to see Theofilos at the mandra. His

son greeted me.

‘He is fit as a fiddle,’ he was smiling. ‘After his heart surgery, only

days later, he was climbing the mountain! His doctors in Athens were

dumbfounded!’ I asked him why Theofilos would choose to live there. ‘My

father is a hardcore shepherd,’ he said. ‘ They are a resilient, stubborn

race,’ he laughed.

He then showed me around the mandra explaining its function.

He showed me the dry stone walls fencing the area to protect the

< Back to Contents
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animals, sheep and goats, the barn, the hut where his father made

cheese and then he took me inside the Shepherds Hut. I noticed a variety

of dry herbs his father picked from the area.

Theofilos cut us short. ‘ These herbs can cure everything. Doctor

you need to look into this. There are powers in nature. They keep

polluting the environment, ignoring the old knowledge. Young people

do not want the hard life; they abandon the fields and shepherding.

Do you see this plant?’ He opened his palm to reveal small leaves and a

root. ‘Not impressive, right? What would you say if I told you it can cure

stones?’ I realized he meant gallbladder and kidney stones. ‘ These cures

were known from the ancient times, they are mentioned in ancient texts,

passed by word of mouth from one generation to the other.’ The old man

stood up. His eyes lit with excitement. He seemed younger, full of vigor.

I turned to his son. ‘ What is the average life expectancy here?’

He laughed. ‘ When someone dies at age 90, we say he died

young…’ He looked at me teasingly.

Theofilos approached once more and explained why the work of

shepherds is important. How the movement of the herds fertilizes the

soil, spreading seeds over long distances. The absence of livestock from

grazing areas for long periods allows regeneration of the vegetation and

the survival of wild plants. Nowadays, migration routes have become

fragmented by roads and urban development. This has resulted in

overgrazing, loss grasslands, species extinction and wildfires. A s my visit

approached its end I asked Theofilos about the treasure.

He shook his head. ‘Never heard of such a thing here…’ he said

Days passed quietly. One morning I went to the pharmacy and

there was Stavroula.

‘ I didn’t know you were also a pharmacist!’ I said.

< Back to Contents
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‘A woman in these remote places has to be many things’ she said

teasingly. ‘Listen, I meant to tell you that tomorrow is the panigyri , of

St. Ilias. You have to be there. It is much more than a religious feast. St.

Ilias churches are always built on the highest places, up a mountain. We

gather, cook in open air, and stay all day. We dance, sing and everyone

will be there.’ She said picking up the phone that was ringing. An old lady

from the village needed Stavroula to give her a shot. ‘See?.. A nurse too!!’

She said as we both exited the pharmacy.

‘Aren’t you going to lock up?’ I asked.

‘No need…no crime here,’ she shouted already heading up the

whitewashed pebbled street.

On St. Ilias’s day people gathered around the old church. After

mass, several men with traditional musical instruments were singing

songs that spoke bitterly of immigration, nostalgia and lost love. On

the other side of the courtyard the shepherds were drinking heavily,

competing who had more stamina. They were laughing, exchanging

jokes and stories from the seasonal movement of herds, a 6,000 year old

practice. I was amazed by the verbal storytelling tradition; it reminded

me of Homer’s tales. Apart from their own stories, they knew stories

that dated back generations. Passed down by their grandparents, to

their parents and now to their children that were sitting nearby, listening

intently, absorbing everything. A close knit cultural fabric, a DNA made of

stories and traditions.

There were also tourists, photographing, eating and drinking

alongside with the locals.

Stavroula came up to me. ‘Come, let ’s talk to them, I will write an

article for the local newspaper,’ she said.

‘ S o you are also a journalist!’ I laughed.

< Back to Contents
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‘ I told you! I am a one-woman show!’

Before I could retort she was already questioning them what they

made of all this. ‘It is amazing! We love i t ! ’ Their immediate response.

‘Mediterranean warmth!’ The German said.

‘We need to tell people back home,’ said the Chinese couple.

‘ In Portugal we have similar customs,’ said a green-eyed freckled

girl.

‘ In Morocco, too,’ said her husband.

We talked about the shared values and experiences of

Mediterranean people and about the problems too. The Moroccan

was a marine biologist, studying a species of fish that invades

the Mediterranean from the Red Sea through the Suez Canal and

destroys local populations of fish. A young Greek fisherman joined

our conversation with his concern about the traditional kaiki, a t y p e of

wooden vessel used for fishing.

‘ They are not there just to look pret ty for pictures or for taking

tourist boat rides,’ he vented with frustration. ‘ These are works of art ,

built from memory without any plans, part of a craft which is becoming

extinct’. We all moved closer to hear him. ‘Greek shipbuilding dates back

to prehistoric times. The secret of the shipbuilding craft lies in the skill

of the shipwright and the graceful manipulation of wood.’ He lowered

his voice, ‘ I know, because my father was one of the few skilled masters

and now he is so disappointed…after seeing fishermen destroying their

kaiki’. But why would they do such a thing we asked? ‘About 13,000

thousand kaiks are doomed to be destroyed following a law imposed by

the EU to prevent overfishing. Ok I understand that, but can’t their use

be changed? Why do they have to be destroyed?’ We all remained silent

thinking about his question.

< Back to Contents
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‘Did you enjoy i t ? ’ Stavroula asked the next day. ‘ Then you

must not miss St. George’s day in April. We have a horse race and the

winner can go past the entrance of the church!’ It was almost noon,

so I suggested to grab something to eat. ‘We do not grab something to

eat ,’ Stavroula said disapprovingly. ‘We enjoy food; prepare it with love,

patience and meraki ’. Realizing I did not understand, she said, ‘difficult

to translate. It means putting your heart in it… but not exactly that…

difficult to translate…Come I’ll show you,’ she said. She took me to a

vegetable garden. ‘Look,’ she showed me some seeds. ‘We do not buy

seeds. We produce them naturally. These come from every vegetable

indigenous to this island. They are resistant to pests, diseases, adapted

to the conditions of this area. Haven’t you noticed how t a s t y the food

here is? Most of us have seeds handed down to us from our forefathers.

They are valuable!’ She looked at me and I liked how determined she

looked.

Time passed quickly. Seasons were changing. I had gotten

accustomed to my life on the island. I loved my newfound connection

to the land. I realized that I could still carry out my research from this

remote location and I was actually thinking of staying longer. I came to

care for the open, honest, simple people. Their patience and wisdom

never stopped to amaze me. From time to time I would think of the

treasure Mr. K. would not joke about something like that. I began reading

local history books. One story was about the pirates of the Aegean and

of one that was known to hide a treasure in Lemnos. Another story told

of golden coins hidden away during enemy occupation while their owner

died. And then there were the still uncovered archaeological treasures.

So many possibilities!

One day a large group of people were at the beach. The sun was

setting. We were sitting by the fire, eating, joking and then we got into

serious discussion. Each talked about the issues that worried them most;

the increasing numbers of people leaving the countryside, the loss of

< Back to Contents
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biodiversity. A guy from the area of mountain Pindos, in central Greece,

discussed the practice of uprooting the whole plant which destroys its

chances to reproduce.

Manolis, a ship captain from Crete, talked about the 4 4 3 areas in

Greece alone included in the European network Natura and God knows

how many in the whole area of the Mediterranean. He threw a stick

in the fire: ‘People!’ He said. ‘We are the guardians of this richness; we

cannot let anyone mess with it,’ his face flushed with anger. An approving

murmur bubbled up from the audience.

‘ I agree! And let ’s not forget the wetlands of Alyki and

Chortarolimni, right here in Lemnos,’ a voice was heard. She introduced

herself as a biologist. ‘Alyki is the only natural salt lake in Greece with

so large a surface that has not been influenced by man. The wetland

supports rare and threatened species. A s far as birds are concerned,

Alyki and Chortarolimni are some of the few sites where breeding of

Glareola pratincola , Himantopus himantopus , Recurvirostra avosetta , Falco

naumanni takes place.’ She was breathless.

‘Slow down!’ Some people tried to put a stop to her rant. ‘ What

are you talking about? We haven’t got any of that here.’

She smiled smugly, ‘Oh yes you do! Glareola pratincola is the

collard pratincole, what you call nerohelidono in Greek. Himantopus

himantopus is the black winged stilt, kalamokanas . And Recurvirostra

avosetta is the Pied Avocet.’

‘You mean that these birds we see around here are rare and

threatened? I’ll be damned, I didn’t know that,’ protested someone. ‘ I

thought they were just birds!’

Maria, the biologist went on, ‘ T h e geographical position of

Lemnos is very important since migratory birds use it as a resting

place. There are rare kinds of swans, falcons and hawks, all and all

< Back to Contents
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about 40 rare bird species. There are also important invertebrate

species. Not to mention the sea lily, a typical Mediterranean species of

sand dunes whose populations decrease because of the destruction

of its habitats. The real threat comes from uncontrolled hunting and

human intervention on the habitats. A typical example is the intensive

exploitation of Alyki for salt production. The site can be used for

educational and biological research purposes.’

And the heated discussion went on until the early hours. People

split in smaller groups, discussing how to get organized to take action. I

thought of the challenges this small island faced, but not only the island,

the Mediterranean as a whole. On the other hand I was glad to see that

Theofilos in his disappointment was wrong: there were people, especially

young people, interested, passionate, well-informed and ready to claim

back their cultural heritage and protect the environment. The future was

not bleak after all.

The colours of the sky were gradually splashing in splendor

signaling the coming dawn. In a moment of clarity I realized that the

treasure Mr. K. had me searching for was every place like this, rich in

tradition and biodiversity; the connection to nature. I took a deep breath

of the crisp air and felt at peace. I felt one with the Earth and everything

on it. I did not have to look far for this treasure. It was all around me.

< Back to Contents
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Runner Up

Jose Ruiz Rosa
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“I have tried to put myself in the “bark” of

an ancient oak to be able to narrate the genesis

of a garden-ecosystem as wonderful as that of

the Dehesas.”

Jose Ruiz Rosa, 2019

Jose Ruiz Rosa was born in Valencia on June 25, 1966 and lived in a

neighbourhood near l ’ H o r t a Nort amongst traditional agrarian ecosystems

and with a rural-urban life that was near to disappear due to the wild

developmentalism of the 60s.

At that time, he forged his love for animals and plants. His father’s

fondness for fishing made him frequent fascinating places full of riverside

and marine life. He also had a family of farmers living in a small village near

Valencia where he had many wonderful moments.

Rosa is an agricultural technical engineer (horticulture and

gardening) and an economist. His book The Golden Medium describes the

special moments spent in his favourite childhood places before they ended

due to the uncontrolled growth of the city.

He works as a C I T E S Convention official and has written a guide

book published by the ministry compiling the most representative cases

since 1997 of protected specimens that have tried to be illegally introduced

from all over the world by travellers and tourists in Spain. Its purpose

is to inform and t r y to avoid the plundering of the biodiversity of many

countries of the world, normally in development, increasingly visited by

tourists.

Rosa has designed and collaborated in projects of regeneration of

the landscape in localities as diverse as Cartagena with a project that was

subsidized for ANSE (Association of Southeast Naturalists) in 1993, with

< Back to Contents
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the C i t y Council of Jorcas (Teruel) 2007, where every year it continues to

make a popular plantation of native tree and shrub species and in other

projects of Montanejos, Castelldefels and Gavà.
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Plant Wisdom

By Jose Ruiz Rosa

“The woodcutter’s axe begged the tree for its handle

and the tree gave it.”

Rabindranath Tagore

This is a diary of my history, narrated from the perception of my

plant senses, which are more heightened than those belonging to you

humans, as demonstrated by scientists like plant neurobiologist Stefano

Mancuso. I hope it helps you to understand our importance and, more

importantly, makes you conserve that splendid balance between nature

and humanity and my current home: the Dehesas.

A thousand-year holm oak.
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Seed-Acorn

It was around the first century after your Christ. Everything

I will recount from that time has been felt and experienced by some

of my sisters and myself, all of us still rooted in the town of Siruela in

Extremadura. Sounds wonderful, doesn’t it?

Being the shape of an acorn or glans means I had the potential to

germinate half-planted in that fertile hollow full of fallen leaves and the

decomposed feelings of my ancestors, who formed that miraculous, life-

giving strata called humus , the true earth.

The sounds of wild animals’ steps and the calls of golden and

imperial eagles and night owls reverberated around my open shell,

bringing back memories of the millions of years we spent populating

that place, bothered only sporadically by the fires we s w i f t l y managed to

recover from, sprouting fresh and shiny buds skywards, surrounded by

the blackness of trunks only superficially burnt.

The area was also populated by some two-legged animals

we called fellers and they called themselves something sounding like

Tartessos . They murmured and hollered in a way which differed from the

rest of the animals in the forest. My shape was an inspiration for them

to make their metal amulets and vows for their gods, perhaps because

our way of creating life is so similar to their reproductive organs. Other

less fortunate acorns were toasted and ground and they produced

flour to make nutritious cakes and bread. Nature is so generous and

excessive that many acorn-sisters still germinated, despite the squirrels,

wild boars and fellers . I will later describe another of the latter ’s peculiar

characteristics.
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The Birth of a Shoot and Childhood

My senses of light sensitivity, knowledge of gravitational forces

and chemical composition of the ground meant that the root tip of my

shoot rose as it should to the ground surface and finally I could feel

the heat of the sun’s rays, the moisture of the dew, the fresh morning

breeze. A s these fledgling roots took shape, a kind of neuronal network

allowed me to move towards the wettest and most nutritional places,

and I joined other micro-organisms and fungi symbiotically to gain the

other essential nutrients. Furthermore, the far-reaching roots of large

surrounding oak groves provided support, wellbeing and nutritional

supplements to help growth and keep our atavistic forest going.

We were an enormous family and I felt protected in the shade of

the trees’ branches and trunks, shielded by ancestral wisdom.

Sapling: Youth and Expansion

My trunk started to be shaped by the rodents and herbivores

that trimmed additional branches. I felt great strength. The spring

rains caused my upwards growth and the favourable heat-light to be

continuous and enchanting: branches that sprouted effortlessly, pumped

full of new revitalising sap. The wind was stronger now and the longer

branches swayed even more with their unexpected mood swings. I

liked to play and support the azure-winged magpies and the European

bee-eaters in spring. My roots expanded relentlessly and in those times

could foresee a brilliant future, up with the high crowns of my mothers

and grandmothers in the May sunshine. The sounds and footsteps of

the fellers changed and were now more organised and forceful. On one

of those days I perceived a volatile and highly dangerous message from

the family through my countless receivers. I’d never smelt anything like
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it. Sharp metals were chopping down many sister-oaks’ huge vertical

trunks.

The leather of their sandals made a different sound and amid

the noise I could make out the sound Legione . These fellers turned out

to be much more dangerous than the previous ones. My diminutive

demeanour didn’t catch their eye, except for one of them, who with one

of my branches rubbed the same area as the wild boars did on large

trunks. It sent alarm bells ringing and I thought I’d seen my last shaft of

sunlight, but it never turned out that way.

Adult Tree: Maturity

When I came to brush against the tall leaves of my mothers

and grandmothers I noted grandeur. Rooted in the sturdiness of the

mountain, swaying in the breeze and feeling the rain splash off my

thousands of leaves.

But now the fellers were larger in number, their visits more

frequent. Some of my closest relatives were chopped down, perhaps on

account of their straightness and the height of their trunks. In my case,

some years previously a mountain goat had damaged my trunk and it

had grown in a twisted fashion, making my body-wood less attractive to

those insatiable two-legged lignatores, as they now called themselves.

Gradually, the vastness and continuity of our population began

to shrink as the two-legged men colonised our land and planted grain

seeds with the help of oxen and horses. Other migratory humani came

from cold lands in winter with their sheep and goats, who smoothed and

cleaned our slender trunks and grazed in the fields that grew ever larger

among our sisters. Having said that, to us their manure and the control

of adventitious plants were highly beneficial for even healthier growth.
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Centenary Tree: Splendour

The light and dark occurred on at least 200,000 occasions and

by then our dwelling had been visibly transformed. The almost infinitive

Continuum of the forest was cut off around populated areas farmed by

the humani animals, which, in contrast to the hares or birds, did not use

the grass or branches, but stones and adobe bricks and always wood for

construction, heating and making coal bunkers in which our bodies and

branches were cut and reduced to black combustible stones.

Nevertheless, the splendour of centenary life was great.

Accommodating thousands of small worms, insects, reptiles, birds,

rodents and majestic birds such as falcons, eagles and storks made

me feel like a microcosms; a mini-ecosystem fractally repeated in the

forest and across the whole green planet. Now my somewhat curved

demeanour, and knowing that my location was not hugely accessible to

the humani , granted me the kind of security I hadn’t possessed in the

preceding centuries…

Thousand-Year Tree: Wisdom

Living for over a thousand years can furnish you with many

virtues like adaptability, resilience and empathy with other living beings,

but today my most valued acquired virtue is Wisdom. Understanding

that all of us beings are interconnected, that natural processes are

cyclical in countless continual stages of birth, maturity and humus-

related decomposition which regenerates once more. Every existing

being and every object has a meaning and a causality that we as sentient

beings know well. Something the humani in their short and turbulent

lives can mostly never appreciate.
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Finally, I would like to speak about the marvellous balance the

meadows’ garden-ecosystem represents, and of which I was a part

hundreds of years ago. I call it a garden because it is the results of

man’s intervention, clearing the forest and delimiting the land, and an

ecosystem because the origin is a holm oak or cork oak grove that has

come to be used sustainably in an open coppice with a pasture that

provides shelter and invaluable food for humans’ domesticated livestock

and a multitude of wild animals, plants and fungi.

Unsurprisingly, in the closest human population called Siruela the

meadows were always communal forests and important meeting places

for transhumance farmers, to the point when after 1500 years after Jesus

Christ they played host to the meetings of the Honrado Concejo de la

Mesta, the most important transhumance institution.

Humans slowly but surely built new metal objects and others

made from strange materials, making them more efficient in exploiting

our habitat. What those complex artefacts and instruments had in

common was increasing noise levels, and, as the decades passed, they

produced smoke similar to the smoke from fires. They used them to

improve their crops and, of course, to fell more trees. But they also

improved their fences and protected their livestock enclosures in our

ancient forest.

In the end, a balance was struck in our meadow, definitively

populated by a t y p e of boar which had been domesticated by the Siruela

inhabitants since ancient times.

Peace in our home became permanent and we were cared for

and pruned by humans to offer more shelter and food for their animals.

The meadow bloomed again and evolved, and we lived in

hitherto unseen harmony, peace and wellbeing.
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Today this is all in grave danger with threats like climate change,

created largely by human beings burning the oxygen we produce,

recurrent fires, desertification and, above all, global plagues like the

‘root rot ’ fungicide which is destroying thousands of acres of this delicate

harmony between humans and nature.

All I ask is that, just as we have always helped you without

asking for anything in return, you now discover and study us with

science, wisdom and love, because the unknown and underappreciated

is condemned to destruction. Remember the aphorism of the Indian

poet: although you have felled and burnt us without mercy, our great

generosity has also provided you with countless supplies, and the wood

required.
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“It makes me very proud my story was selected

and I hope that this is a major step to achieve my

wish to become a great writer.”

Abdelhakim Barnous, 2019

Abdelhakim Barnous is a Research student in Master of Literary

Criticism and Mechanisms at Sultan Moulay Suleiman University, Faculty

of A r t s and Humanities, Beni Mellal, Morocco. He won an Arab magazine

short story competition in October 2014 and his short story came first

in the Okaz Moroccan competition. His articles have been published in

Moroccan and Arab newspapers.
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The Shepherd

By Abdelhakim Barnous

A little man inside a big car, that is what El-Hajj M. Touhami

looked like, like a small ant leading a huge piece of iron. It seemed

tempting, a large ship passes through the reefs of the mountain and

whenever the road bends he turns the wheel. A spacious velvet saloon,

dozens of buttons and a back pillow to relieve the pain in his waist.

At the right turn leading to Tazult, he is seduced by the

temptation of grapes compressed under big wheels, and the sound of

the Aita going up and down with the light lines on the dashboard. El-Hajj

M. Touhami totally disconnected from the outside world. Across the glass

he sees thistle trees pulling back.

Now El-Hajj Touhami is desperately turning around his solid

Ka’bah. He exhales and stares at the technological equation before him

without a single lesson of mechanics in his hollow head.

Hot and sweaty, his rounded head is feeling warm. He extends

his hand to the isolated phone but there is no telephone network here,

son of ‘Derb Omar’. El-Hajj M. was completely separated from the outside

world.

Discontent looks like a giant whale lying on the mountain beach,

no movement and no sound.

A cacophony scenery, a mass of bright iron amid this wide range

of dome grasses, serrated stone and fear rising to the neck. There is no

harmony between the worlds at all.

Overloaded with large rumen, he quickly hastened to the trunk

and sat on a chair in the middle of the weeds. He now looks like a
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filmmaker in this real movie scene. Five minutes later, a group of the

Ogoleas inhabiting the mountain circle around him - about twenty

houses made of mud dumped in this spot of which only God knows

it exists. Cousins reproducing among themselves established this

settlement beyond history and all censuses.

The little man was forced to smile, being tired of the Ogoleas

circling around him, and around the white elephant crouching next to

him. In the tenth minute, the leader of the settlement arrived and Mr

Touhami was forced to speak first. With a broken Arabic, they discover

the man’s disaster and treat him after the tall man wrapped in his

burnouse[1] tells him, ‘Forget about your junk and come drink a cup of

tea and a crumb of bread and oil.’

The place is lonely and all people were strangers, the merchant

was lost between obsession and tranquillity, rubbing his mouth to smile,

having a deep feeling of pain and injustice. He descends between the

grass and the heads of the serrated stones like saws, they carry him to

prevent him from exploding like a white balloon.

He looks like an alien coming from another planet when he

spread on the harsh ground. Looking from a hidden tip to the sharp

heads of stones under the dome mat and to the bronchial frond propped

with big sticks. A dark cellar during the day and a bottom of a well at

night ignited the gas bottle placed in the window louver, after connecting

its iron hose to a Chinese filament. It spread a little light which emanated

El-Hajj Al-Arabi from his dreariness.

The leader of the folk said, ‘You see, no water and no electricity.

And a flea or even three will stamp on your skin, a welcome kiss, do not

panic.’

El-Hajj Al-Arabi summoned his flimsy power and spoke, ‘How do

you manage your life here?’
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‘We bring water from the spring, and we, serpents, frogs and

scorpions drink from one place, and the nearest weekly market at a

distance of two hours on the back of a mule whose hooves must be of

iron.’

The first round of tea took place, and the guest harmonised with

his hosts. He admired this wondrous fluid, how they sip it and how it

flows in their veins like an elixir. He cheered up and his tongue knot was

dismantled, the experienced merchant with his cleft tongue began to

speak, telling them that he is an old mountain lover and he is pleased

with this simple living, which is almost like the lives of the prophets

which the urban owners would fight us for it if they discovered it. He told

them in what looked like a secret, that he lives with oppressive people in

the city, and he will spend his retirement on top of a mountain, just like

them.

His cleft tongue was heated and he went on dominating the

speech, just as he does in his big shop. ‘You know what life looks like

there - he mistakenly pointed to the mountainside - it is monstrous and

excoriated. We live... They live there (trying to distance himself from

the charge of living in the city). We erode day by day, and agitation and

anaesthesia tablets are our only weapon… their last weapon to live in

that vast slaughterhouse. We die and live seventy times a day, and we

do not know whether we are from the living or from the dead who are

waiting for their final death… Here you are in a blessing that you know

nothing about (it seemed that he believe himself).’ He said his last word,

and the butler poured the second cup and put it in front of him beside a

r u s t y jug.

El-Hajj Al-Arabi is a merchant of goods and words, selling

his goods by talking. He values everything and tempts people with

everything. At the moment he tempts the people with their exile and

adorns them with his words.
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The leader interrupted him saying, ‘We are isolated here, we have

the mountain in front of us, and the valley below us. During the floods,

we carry our pregnant females on the back of a coffin and walk in their

funerals to the nearest pathway.’

The listener, in shock, stiffened up like a statue.

The speaker added, ‘ Then the lucky one buys a gas bottle with

one hundred dirhams if he can afford it. When it heavily rains, the valley

turns into a russet water carpet th i r ty meters wide, and we do not find

an alternative but to ride Tamaadit.’ El-Hajj seemed surprised, and he

knew something was missing, and the speaker hastened, ‘ I t ’ s a raft of

goat skins. Blow it until it becomes like balls, stack it, and above it, we

extend a weave of berry tree sticks. Even though, crossing to the other

riverside may become a transit to the other world.’

The merchant, the lover of the mountains, was trapped and

began to shrink on himself. The speaker continued, ‘Behind the high

mountain, to what looks like a school, our children are travelling every

day. No one knows it exists, they spend their lives between going and

coming back, until they grow up, we send them to you to build your

buildings and guard you while asleep.’

With the second round of tea taking place, El-Hajj was completely

silent.

In the midst of the conversation, one of the boys had the courage

and proceeded into the adult’s room. Standing next to the foreign man

and close to the man preparing tea, he peeked at El Hajj Touhami with

strange looks and the merchant could not untie its mystery.

The speaker noticed as he embraces the boy to his side,

apparently his son. He took the opportunity and said, ‘Zayed, Amska,

 treasurer of our goats, cannot count to ten, but he counts our goats one

by one...’
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El-Hajj snatched a quick look at the boy, shocked by his dark

cheeks and small hands, which were covered in a rough layer of dirt and

dead skin. His hands looked like a small lizard covered in scales.

In the famous California neighbourhood, El-Hajj M. Touhami

descends with great indignation in front of a wide yellow door and

pushes a button to open it. The Day Guard with a semi-curved body

salutes and mutters a prayer for him. He walks on a tile made from the

Italian smooth alabaster. To the right is a large rectangular swimming

pool, and to the left is a grassy land the size of a small football field. He

enters a spacious dome with stained glass, glazed mirrors, c r y s t a l and

red copper taps, which appears to be the bathroom. He goes up a small

staircase and drowns his flabby body in the Jacuzzi and the overflowing

water caresses his beard. He closes his eyes and relaxes his eyelids, then

he sees the young child looking at him and smiling. And although he

tries to fall asleep, the child with blue eyes keeps looking in his eyes.
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“What all people have in common is the

experience of a pain or a loss; I wish my story

to formulate a sympathetic community which

is ancient Greek by origin and simultaneously

contemporary.”

Maria Dalamitrou, 2019

Maria Dalamitrou was born in 1978 in Kozani. She studied English

Philology and is Doctor of Literature at Essex University. She lives in

Patras and works for secondary state schools. She is also an amateur

actress and has a ten-year-old son.

Dalamitrou’s short stories appeared in notable collections The

First Twelve Steps (Eleftheroudakis 2008), Lost in Network (Patakis 2008),

Short Stories Collection (Kastaniotis 2009) Fantasy Collection (Anatypo

2018). She has published a poetry collection The Season Before the Last

One ( A Ω 2010) and Quarter To Men ( Α Ω , 2012). Another poetry collection

and a book with short stories are due to be printed.

Dalamitrou enjoys travelling and is interested in the support

of vulnerable populations. She has carried out voluntary seminars on

creative writing and dramatherapy at St. Stephanus Prison in Patras,

and is coordinator of a european programme studying the Holocaust

and the prevalence of violence and fascism in Europe with her adult

and adolescent pupils in the 1st Evening Highschool of Patras. Since

2011 she has run a website with information for patients with Chronic

Cerebrospinal Venous Insufficiency.
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Gone

By Maria Dalamitrou

October

Within the lines of the maple leaf, he read about her absence. The

long lines expanding at the tip of the leaf should have been continuous.

They had to constantly pass through the core to the edges of the leaf.

But he, at the beginning of October of that year, was holding a leaf with a

dashed line. Alas! This can’t be happening. And yet. It happened indeed.

He crumpled the leaf feeling an autumn quiver, crushing it into his hands

to break up its dashed line and its bad forecast. He took another step

onto the sunny veranda and grabbed the next golden maple leaf. He was

very eager to read it. It also had an unfinished line, a fruitless course. He

had known how to read the maple since he was a child and he knew what

it meant to see the same line twice in two leaves. How many leaves had

the tree thrown since this morning? He knew what he had in front of him:

so many leaves in the empty yard, so many missing lines. Someone will

be missing this month. This person will be female.

She .

Two fallow deer ran in front of him while he ruminated. Their

horns had just come out, so they’d have them for exactly six months.

May would later take them away. Their skin would turn grey day by

day, as winter would come night by night. It was their season, they

became a little careless, a little aggressive, until they found the female.

So careless that, while running under the sunny veranda, they hit the

crater. The spilt water soaked the earth and the dead leaves above it.

Certainly those leaves would also be missing a few lines. He didn’t want
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to examine them. He turned his back on the world to enter the room, to

open the curtains, to close them, to lose the light, to see that his love was

suddenly not there. They had woken up in the morning together. And he

didn’t hear her leave.

‘Honey? Love?’ He called, but received no answer in the months

that came.

November

It makes sense for the tomb to be like this - a corridor that

develops into a dome, ending in a room beneath the earth. Since life is

a passage and it has certain steps until death, there must be a corridor.

In Voudeni, all the tombs were built like this. It is also called Skioessa

(‘umbrageous’), but nobody uses that word. People who grew up in light

wouldn’t prefer a name that reminds them of darkness. In this country,

people grow, get old and tall under the sun, like greedy buckthorns and

oleanders. And if they make the tombs with a corridor to the end, it is

for the dead to absorb the share of light that belongs to them, until their

final moments.

That ’s why they don’t like November.

With the bucket on his shoulders, he walked between the olives

at a steady speed. He walked straight to the road until he found an open

space to look at the sea from high-above. Soon the sky and the water

would darken and the air would bring more African dust to the dead.

Red, muddy, st icky and eternal dust would settle in the corridors of the

vault and, over time, erase the tracks of his loved ones in the soil.

He didn’t like November one bit.
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A drop fell on his face and he knew it wasn’t his sweat. Before the

flood came, he went to the sanctuary, where he saw his family. All with

a single thought inside their brown heads: she had been missing for a

month already - she must have died.

She left with the swallows last month. She left as the cormorants

and the ruddy shelducks left their place, completely silent, as if

courageous, as if she had to leave. A s if the earth had opened and

swallowed her, that ’s how his sister lef t . The girl with brown eyes, brown

hair and barley skin. And everyone, including himself, considered her

dead.

And he was looking for her in the corridors of the real dead. Did

his sister go wrong and move for the underworld before her time? He

was hoping to find her on a corridor walking, hoping to find traces of her

in the soil. And then the storm started. Thunder began striking and it

started raining like never before, for every trace of human existence to

be lost.

December

This sea is not bound by ropes, even if it may seem limited. In

the past, his ancestors used to say that if you tried to tie the sea from

Gibraltar to Syria, the sea would become a lake, it would cease to pour

into the ocean and they, the people, would find everything that died

inside it. Because the sea has drawn and keeps drawing living people

inside it every year, even if neither she nor her gods want it. It ’s the sea

and it behaves as such. People get lost in it and travel through it. But he

would go on to tie the Mediterranean with ropes. He would tie firmly the

West and East with a loop, not a single drop would fall into the Atlantic,

to make the waters swell and let the lost ones come to the surface.
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His child. His daughter. Seven years old. A soul of seven summers,

now lost for two months.

On a felucca at Astropalia, he greeted his wife and parents and

lef t , as he said, for a peaceful trip. He wouldn’t fight with the sea, he

wouldn’t raise any objections to her, he loved the waters, thanks to them

he could find food and make new friends, but he couldn’t help searching

them, just in case he found her. The one who left quietly, as she was

playing and left a ribbon on the sand. Only Poseidon knew where she

had gone.

Gelidonya, Ugarit, Avaris, Luna and Antigori. Five ports where

you buy compasses, hydras, resin, leathers and textiles. There were

merchants like himself, who sail from the Aegean Sea to see the outside

world. Aegeus – another father waiting for his child to return.

No, he wouldn’t wait. He would also leave to find her. The child

had a star-like sign under her right eye. No sea animal would do harm to

her, the little one was blessed. Seals, dolphins and sea turtles would hug

her and she would smile as her eyes met sponges and red corals in the

deep. She would endure deep down, she would not lose her breath, she

would endure two months, she would know that her father left his land

to t r y and find her.

This is how Aegeus from Astropalia was thinking. And wherever

he sailed for 180 days, he was always seeing his child’s eyes. ‘Maybe she’s

hidden inside the cave?’, said someone from the port of Vivara. It was as

if he saw something moving under the foam of the waves. ‘ I ’ l l find her’,

said the childless father again and again.
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January

New Year.

‘ M e r r y Christmas’.

‘And a Happy New Year’.

‘We wish you all the best in your search for the child’.

The table was set by his father and him. It was not the same. How

heavy lies the absence on the empty chair - you may think it will break

from such weight. Sometimes, on other New Year’s Eves, the mother

would boil the grass peas for them to eat with olive oil. Next to it, inside

the roaster, the lamb had been roasted with the greens and the rice was

being softened in the staka. The red wine was flowing and, when that

was over, a cup of marjoram drew away its dizziness. Then, some dr y

rusks for those who could take them and a spoonful of honey for the

sweetness and joy to “stick” to the New Year.

Mum.

A word that is hungry in itself and is never fulfilled to its fullest

extent. And how would somebody be full of mum, the one who, when

being there, is constantly doing something and when she’s not, the

whole world is empty?

Mum left home three months ago. No one saw her, no one

knows where she went; no one heard anything about her. Everyone in

the village said that she was kidnapped. A young, beautiful, worthy and

strong woman. Someone stole her.

Mum left , leaving the lamb being cooked on the hotplate. Mum

wouldn’t leave him hungry. But she l e f t .
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She didn’t take anything with her, not even a cardigan and there

was a lot of snow on Mount Ida, didn’t Mum see that? With that kind of

cold weather, she left as she was, with a pair of hairpins in her hair, a

light blue blouse and trousers.

‘Don’ t drink wine, you’re a kid. You shouldn’t be drinking’.

He wanted to be left alone. Three months without his mother, for

no reason. He pulled the tablecloth spilt all the food and drinks. A twelve-

year-old kid drank two glasses of wine. The Curetes were making a lot of

noise he couldn’t handle. He felt drowsy, so he fell asleep and, when he

woke up, he vomited. He had a headache all day and talked to his father

about the black horseman who got her. They called a doctor and sighed

heavily twice - one for the child, one for her.

Where could she be?

February

They were used to it by now. Five weeks of snow, which had

become ice in some spots and no one was going anywhere. Vermio was

a white lifeless bear and above it, the villages were its sleepy eyes. In

addition, there was no work available, so everyone was living on their

food that had been conserved since fall. The heavy winter did not find

them unprepared, though it came as a surprise, like the sling stone on

the egret. If you live on the mountain, you know that every autumn

you have to prepare for the worst - for the one meter snow, the broken

fountains due to the frost, you need to store wood for the fireplace,

prepare the sauerkraut in which you will put your salted meat and

cheese to manage during February. They were used to it by now.

They dragged their rain boots in front of the houses, just to clear
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their entrance and exit, in case something happened. What else could

happen other than their exclusion at 750m - and her disappearance?

Four months of absence, she would now have been swallowed up

by the wild creatures, people or wolves. The police said it was unlikely for

her to be found alive.

The police also said that no one should be moving unnecessarily

in the snow. Was his movement to go out and look for her unnecessary?

Yes, they told him. They told him to trust them, they had been mobilized

as a police force, he didn’t need to do anything else.

And so he woke up every morning, sitting at the breakfast table,

like a lone wolf, weaving stories. He was literally weaving them. He took

small beads from the clothes and jewellery of his love and carved words

on them. He then joined the beads in a chain and made sentences. He

had ruined her things, but had also transformed them into something

else. If she returned one day, he would give her all the chains, they

belonged to her after all. If she didn’t return, as soon as the snow had

melted, he would go down to the Vergina plain and there, as a half-dead

half-alive Macedonian warrior, he would sell the chains at the feast of

August 15th with mournful cries: ‘Please, feel free to stop by ! ’

The chains of his beloved one would be for sale. All of her

beautiful ornaments pierced his heart as a sarissa. He was going to

sell them. And of course he wouldn’t set a high price for his griefs.

Otherwise nobody would buy them.

All the chains were talking about separation. The chains were his

freedom and his suffering. And they all had the same title: She Left .

But now there was snow, snow everywhere, a strip of iced water

around him that numbed all feelings and life.
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March

You hear the cuckoo’s voice first. He puts his chest on the branch

and his neck tenses from the song. Then the waters in Malaga become

warm, the Alboran Sea calms and you’re not afraid to cross the Pillars of

Hercules.

A few days, or hours, later, you see the sun rising earlier. It rises

with the Oceanids over the black Nile - black in the late winter, due to the

latest floods and rains. The sun rises an hour earlier every morning and

it sets an hour earlier reaching its other end, to the west.

Soon the eyes of the almond tree are coming out, as it stands

and watches the world welcoming summer.

This is what happens when winter passes and leaves. And March

is his last month. Wild strawberries come out in the maquis and the

beetles are on fire under the sun. In Benghazi ostriches give births and in

Palermo the open-air markets are crowded.

And you sit on one side and watch the joy of others in grief. And

you feel twice as sad at this time, because the prolonged day means you

have more hours to think about her, whom you are missing.

In winter they were all gloomy, you didn’t stand out from the

crowd. Now what?

To hell with the spring sun. It is only useful for drying the leaves

of papyrus in the sand, thin, like sand dunes and they keep getting crazy

next to him during the windy nights, whispering dark words in his ears:

ad nasmati salvahi ata nasmata ilmasa il kalkabi...

She’s been missing for one hundred and f i f t y days exactly.

Ra, relentless, rises the spring with no mercy.
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April

One day all lost loves will return home. It will be April and the

fruits will be happy, under the sun. The light will be poured from a

cloudless sky and the juices of the earth will pulse in the grass. And all

those we mourned for will be back. Even they will not know well what

happened, nor will they be able to promise you that you will not mourn

them again. But they ’ll be back with the first heat waves, you’ll see.

You will hear footsteps in the sunny veranda, or outside the Treasure

of Aktaion, you will see her fasten her ribbon to her little head or feed

you food that she made for you, she will come to you and buy one of

the chains you sell or answer ‘Yahabibi’. She will come. And you, who

thought that she was gone, will not have anyone to share your joy. The

cicadas will set up a concert above your heads and the fields will be

golden in your passage. Because she is here. You will believe in time that

she is real, she doesn’t lie to you, but she had to leave when she did so.

And you know what? She will probably leave again. And you will learn

that that ’s how life goes. You’ll look for her when she leaves, you’ll forget

the pain when you’re together. The maple will grow more leaves and lose

them too. Nothing more stable in this world than change.

Just because the world that was handed to you is deciduous,

doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t be happy that April morning when

she’ll be back. And you’ll be happy, temporarily, forgetting every next

leave. You are a human being; you will be happy. In this middle sea, in

this middle earth, people are optimistic and hopeful, as they are made

of light and warm water. And so, for a moment, as a human being, you

will believe in ‘forever’. You will look her in the eyes and the season will

change outside. Lings and bullheads will flounder in the shallow waters

and the shells will echo her name. Marbles will sparkle illustrating your

story and drums will rumble as you come closer.
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A daughter will one day return to her husband, her brother, her

father and her child and she will be like all the daughters who return,

driven by the necessity of Fortune, to serve one purpose. A daughter

who does not fit in the world will come to tell you her story and explain

to you the world and everything she saw. And it will all make sense at

once, the blossoming of crab apple tree, the shaking of the stream in

the canyon. It is time for your grief to be forgotten and for you to fall on

her arms. Only you will know how much you mean this ‘Welcome back,

Persephone’.
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“Every once in a while, it feels good to remember

that we are all here for the same reasons (or

should and could be). And the same, in the end,

is little more than, as I say in my story, some

shade and grass to doze off. I trust the landscape

builds a lot of what we are. The landscape unites

because it reminds us that the roots are the same

or that at some point they intersected.”

Ana Catarina Milhazes, 2019

Ana Catarina Milhazes was born in Póvoa de Varzim in 1990. She

has a degree in Languages and Cultures and currently works in the field

of development education. For the past two years, she has lived and

worked in Morocco and Guinea-Bissau, and now she misses home and

her country.
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Rulfo

By Ana Catarina Milhazes

I am a dog.

Dogs don’t speak.

But they think.

This is what I think.

Let ’s begin

This reasoning, Rulfo.

Dogs speak

But only inside.

I am a dog,

Therefore I talk

(But only inside).

All dogs know it.

Canine philosophy.

Redundancy, thus.

No, no. Calm.

Rulfo, you are doing well.

Bit by bit.

Sentence by sentence

( T h a t ’ s why dogs

Think in rhymes).

Start from the beginning.

I have thought about ordering thought.

A dog has several memories

Untidy.

You have to order them.

I want to take direction

To the underground.
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Humans now say

“ T h e little animal

Is old”

(This ‘ l i t t l e ’ is the sound of tenderness

Because I’m old ,

A septuagenarian,

In dog age,

And I am an animal , i.e.

large-sized).

Seven decades of life

(One only in human age)

Is a whole History

With a capital H.

I’m relying on this life only.

Having more is a cat thing.

( I do not know what memory

Cats have, but their thoughts

Must be few, as they lack space

And means to store them.

Also within these parentheses:

Just as my humans

Are “dog people”

I am a “people dog”;

Cats are not our fauna

And that ’s that).

I am a Portuguese dog.

I think in Portuguese.

So, in what

The Portuguese

Call “bow-wow”.

I am not sure
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That they know much

About what we think

And how we think.

But they certainly know

That we think in a different language

According to our geography.

English dog: woof-woof.

French dog: ouaf-ouaf.

Spanish dog: guau-guau.

Italian dog: bau-bau.

Anyway, I am not a polyglot,

I do not know what languages

Siberian or Afghan Hounds speak.

The point is that the world

Is changing and I need

To put a sense in all this.

A s I said,

I don’t have seven lives and

I need to take some discernment

With me under the ground

(Earth feeds off good ideas).

Not much is asked

Of us, sheepdogs:

Only that we look after the cattle

And reflect

While we are given shade

By the cork oaks in the landscape.

There is not much cattle to guide anymore:

Sheep and cows

Live in factories

Madhouse cells, says Leo,
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Hence mad cows and other delinquencies,

Says Leo (Leo doesn’t eat meat),

And black pigs, there are

But i t ’ s not worth giving them orders

They are buddies and they know it.

What ’s left to me is to lick my paws,

Scratch my ears

And think.

And Leo.

It was because of her

This idea of straight thinking

Because, she explains to me,

It is not only that I’m going underground

The most serious case ( I lowered my eyes)

Is that the world will end!

I thought she had said that to me

To reassure me

(I know! But Leo thinks weirdly!)

Because I’m going underground

And poor little Rufinho

Is so old

This pet of mine.

But no, that ’s not all.

She really thinks

That the world

Is ending.

It ’s not just me.

We do not know

If someone will stay.

This is the thing:

Leo sees farther.

And because of that
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She will now sit

At the Parliament’s door.

Then she’ll come back and tell me everything.

Leo always tells me everything.

Leo was little

When I was little

I was younger than she

When we meet.

I had just been born

She was four.

Now I’m older than her.

Much older.

I’m old.

She’s ... very young.

The catch of canine age.

Leo is a teenager

But very intelligent.

Surely more intelligent

Than the young dogs I know.

Maybe more intelligent than me.

She still teaches me many things.

Her tricks are still indecipherable.

(That thing with the cookie

Under three glasses...

How does she do it so fast?

My nose does not follow

The reasoning of her hands.)

Neither I nor Leo

Believe anymore

That she is a lion.

She isn’t. That was the reason
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Of Leonor » Leo

Because once a lion.

But she has a blonde mane

And is fierce. There is something

Of a lioness in there.

Leo is fiercely

Furious with what ’s going on here .

I think that here is here

At home

In the pasture

In the farm

In the land around

In the country

In Europe

In the world

In the planet

In the universe.

Leo often speaks

Of the planet and the universe.

I do not understand how she can

See so far.

But anyway, she is

1m 10cm taller than me.

What interests me?

Is to make sense

Of Leo’s words.

Leo is cute.

(She says I’m cute.

And loyal.

But she’s the one who is.)

And very intelligent.
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She has many important things

To tell the world, i.e. the planet,

i.e. Parliament

Because the planet now

Lives within Parliament.

That ’s what she thinks.

Leo skips class

Because there are people out there

In need of a great lesson.

(Leo is fiercely furious).

I’m gathering all the crumbs

Of Leo’s thought.

Crumbs because I’m

Here crumbling this

And because she throws

These pieces at my head

Like when she stretches her arm

Under the table

To give me her

Piece of roast beef

Because

Rulfo is a carnivore

But I’m not .

( I smile with her

Wise wisdom.)

Crumbs are not, therefore,

Small reflections.

No.

Leo’s thoughts

Are deep and remote

Like fracking,

But they do the planet good.
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(Parentheses: Leo explained to me

What fracking is?

And I realised what fracking is

But I cannot explain fracking).

Leo does not need

Anyone to take care of her.

It ’s the planet that needs

Someone to take care of it.

It ’s what she’s doing.

This is a defining moment

It is to think or to swim

A s in a poster

On the wall of her room.

Thinking while there is time

Because then

Where there is ice

There will be none;

Instead of docking

We will be floating.

The world will be

A large high sea

With no low tide.

In some areas.

Because others

Will be the opposite.

Like here,

Where my puppies

Will not have a future.

That ’s what Leo says.

Although I, to my knowledge,

I am nobody ’s father.
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But Leo is

Fiercely furious

And sees far,

So she can know

Of things that I don’t know.

Leo says puppies .

She says things in English,

Some of which I end up understanding.

I cannot speak woof-woof

But she can speak English.

Leo is very intelligent.

Leo thinks that

Speaking one language only

Is sad.

And I understand.

For example, the best dish

That human’s cook

Is Portuguese stew?

Which is made of different meats?

Leo certainly

Disapproves of this image.

But explains it in another way,

Speaking of the monocultures

That is destroying the land around

The interior

The country

Europe

The planet

The universe.

Shoo monocultures.

Shoo pesticides.
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I do not know if I am able

Of ordering all these crumbs.

So much time looking at these clouds,

Billowing, that reminds me

Of Leo’s mane,

So much free time

Without grazing animals that are gone;

I don’t know if i t ’ s this warmth

That puts my head in water.

Maybe I cannot repeat

Everything that Leo explained.

The case is so serious that,

A s Leo tells me,

The climate crisis is worse

Than the black magic of Voldemort.

Thus, serious. Very serious.

Anyway,

There are already some ideas

That I will take with me

To the underground.

(The land feeds off good ideas).

1) Some humans

Really like us.

Earth, save these,

Which are the best -?

They can be eaten

After the season and

They will still be good.

2) The house is a place

That begins under
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The shade of the cork oaks

And ends in the dark

Around the stars of the universe.

3) Other animals are buddies

And we all like

More or less the same:

Cookies, patting

And some fresh grass

For napping.

4) Closed cells harm

Animals’ heads

Even humans’,

Whose disease has progressed

Like the borders,

Walls and fences

That they build.

Forecast: fresh grass

Will do well to humans.

I’ll take these ideas with me.

The land here is so d r y

That it will be necessary to dig deep.

I will continue to think

And lick my paws.

I am one of the last shepherds here

(Not counting Leo).
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About Rooted Everyday

The Rooted Everyday campaign is run by a core team of

environmentalists who are working with projects, eco-regions and

partners from across the Mediterranean. Our mission is to reverse the

loss of biodiversity which is caused when people stop cultural practices

that have existed for generations.

By working with Mediterranean critical eco-regions and

partners we aim to show the value traditional ways of life can have in

protecting our environment. By supporting Rooted Everyday projects

and campaigns you’re standing up for conservation and Mediterranean

heritage.

The Rooted Everyday eco-regions are in Lemnos in Greece led

by the Mediterranean Institute for Nature and Anthropos (MedINA),

the High Atlas Mountains in Morocco led by the Global Diversity

Foundation (GDF), the Shouf Biosphere Reserve in Lebanon led by the

Society for the Protection of Nature Lebanon (SPNL), and the Dehesas

and Montados in Spain and Portugal led by the World Wildlife Fund

( W W F ) and Trashumancia y Naturaleza working with DiversEarth as

part of the core team. Other campaign partners working across the

Mediterranean are IUCN , Yolda Initiative in Turkey and GOB Menorca .
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